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AFUZLY QF,,D APPROACII To AI{ALYZE SUSTAINABLE SUPPL]1
CtIAIN

Gülçin Bliyüközk{ün] , Gizenı Çifçi2

Abstrııct Susiainabilily has emerged as q g,owing lopic, receivirıg iııcreasiılg interesl iıı the suç,,ply
chaiıı (SC) area. It can be seeıı as a f-anıework for compaııies aııd lheir ü?ıaı,üagemeı,ıt 1o tü,ansrt,ı-m
theiı' respoıısibility for environmerıtal, economical aııd social behaıior inta business practices wiıhiıı
lhe legilimacy of our sociefy- Linked lo this, and iı,ı respoııse to increasing demaııds from ı,ari,ıus
siakeholder groups, companies start lo look clt their SC lo enhance lheir oyerall sustqinabiliıy prolile.
This paper presenls an dpprodch to inlegrate sustqinability standtırds into supply maııagement. In
Parıicul.,ır by using the quality fu]lctioll deploynıenl (QFD) as a producl/System deyelopment tool, a
suslaiııable sc struclure can be reached. For lhis reason, a fuzzy logic based group decision mah'ng
(GDM) appraach iıı QFD is proposed iıı this study to de,üise the SC inıproıemenl slrateg) ,tor
comPaııies. Fiııally, a case sludy from Turkey is given 1o demaııslı,ate the polenıial of ihe proposecl
approach.

kelnuords 
- Fıazy group decisioıı makiııg, multiple prefereı,ıce formats, qualiıy funcıion cleploymenı,

sustaiııable supply chaüı.

INTRODUCTION

]n the cuırent business environment, global competition is an unpreventable fact and customef
demands are diversified Il]. organizations worldwide are continuously trying to develop new and
innovative ways to gain and ııaintain compeıiİive advantage in the global mafket. Integration of
sustainability into SC is also seen as a potential soulce of competitive differentiation. As industrial
Production can have a gleat impact and damage on the sustainability of the natual environment aııd
human life (such as the iınpacts iı,ıclude depletive resource use, global and local envilonmental
impacts, healtlr impacts, and safety risks); Iecent yeals have seen a grofih in academic and industrial
resealch related to the environmental and social concerns associated with supply chains (scs). Tlıe
integlation of sustainability concerns within supply chain managetıent (SCM) has itself evolved into a
separate and grorving field.

To obtain more sustainable solutions, oıganization pIopelties must n]eet sustainable SC and
customer requirements. Especially, quality function deployınent (QFD) is one of the techıiques fcır
designing needs of customer and turning them into practical measufes. This approach enables the
firms to becoıne ploactive to quality problems rather than taking a reactive position by acting on
customer complaints. TIıe appıoach bases on total quality management, which offers a vast technique
to ensufe the implovement of quality and productiviŞ,. QFD is comprised of major group decisioı
making (GDM) pıocesses. In pıactice, determining the weights of custoıner requiTements (CRs) is ı
GDM pıocess. This ınainly bccause of the 'danger' of relying on a single decision maker (DM) with
his/her limitations of experiences, preferences or biases about the issues involved, and the fact that
individuals a.re often unable to clearly identi§, their own States. Multiple DMs, thus GDM, are ofteıl
prefened ıather than a single DM to avoid the bias and minimize the partiality in the decision procesı;
t2], t3].

Generally, different and/or even subjective opinioırs are quite often in a GDM process due to th()
1iınitatioı,ıs of experience aııd impreciseness. Obviously, the iınpoftance of each CR in QFD i:;

' Gü]Çin Büyı]közkan, Ga]ata5aray LJnive15ity, FacultY of Engjneering and Technology, ndustr]al Eng]neering Department,
ortaköy, l5tanbul, Turkiye, gulc]n.büJyukozkan@gmail.com
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detenıined by a group of people with ambiguity. In addition, people tend to give information about

their individual judgments in multiple formats such as numerically or linguistically depending on their

different knowledge, experience, culture and circumstance. Under such circumstances, fuzzy set

theory [4] and multiple preference formats t2], t3], t5], [6] can be applied to deal with group decisions

when the information is imprecise and diverse. This paper applies an extended QFD methodolory by

introducing a GDM approach that takes multiple preference formats into account, and fuses different

expressions into one uniform group decision by means of fuzzy set theory. Moreover, a specific

supply chain example is provided to show the proposed GDM approach can be effectively used in
qriı. rnere exists limited QFD studies in literatuIe that takes multiple preference formats into

account, aıd neither is applied in sustainable SCM field.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, sustainable SCM concept and model descriPtion

are given. Section 3 describes the proposed approach and computational procedure Step by Step. Afteİ
the application ofthe model in Section 4, Section 5 contains some concluding remarks.

SUSTAINABLE SCM

Integration of sustainable development in the business is potentially a source of competitive

differentiation. Discussions of sustainability are driven by the basic notion that a SC's performance

should be measured not just by profits, but also by the impact of the chain on ecological aıd social

systems [7], [8]. Different authols and researchers have defined sustainable SCM from similar and

different perspectives, driving forces and purposes. However, all sustainable SCM Structures have

commonly tllree main pillars, namely economy, enyironmenı, ar,d Society.

Interest in green and now Sustainable Supply chains has been growing for over a decade and the

topic is becoming mainstream [8], [9]. Seuring and Miiller Il0] define SSC as "the management of
material, information and capital flows as well as cooperation among companies along the supply

chain while taking goals from all three dimensions of sustainable development, i.e., economic,

environmental ald social, into account which are derived from customer and stakeholder

requirements,,. Many companies have discovered that there are economic advantages to changing

designs towaıds being moıe sustainable, whether because they are easier to market oI cheapeİ to

produce. The most applicable benefits are better organization and documentation of their

environmental activities, increased legal certainty, improved image, greater employee motivation,

reductions in resource use, enhanced plant safety, and optimization ofprocess flows [11], [12].

Requirements for a Sustainable SC

In order to develop a rational framework from many different types of sustainabili§ criteria,

relevaıt studies in the sustainable SC 1iteratü]İe are examined. The basic requirements afe structured on

the three main pillars of sustainability.

Economical requiremenıS (CR1): Theıe is no doubt that cost reduction (CRrt)and continuing

financial benefit are fundamental goals of a supply chain. A number of studies have found that arı

increased emphasis on sustainability in the supply chain is related to lower costs and a neulral or

positive effect on value [13_15]. Asset utilization (CRru), efficient use of assets is needed for
iffi"i"r"y ofthe Supply chain [16_19]. Quality (CR13) is a widely accepted performance indicator for
SSCs and it represents a common driving force for sustainable supply activities t13], t20], t21].
Finally, to enlrance customer service (CR!4) is one the main focuses of SSCs. Several studies identified

a trend that olganizations ale integrating environmental plocesses to Üeir supply chains to reduce

opefating costs and improve their customer service [13-15].

Enyironmental Requirements (CR2): The tkee major economical requirements dimensions are

waste aİüd emission reduction (CRr1), enerry efficiency (CR22), and natural resource usage

minimization (CR1). The environmental based expectations of compaıies f|om a SSC are reduction of
waste produced, material substitution through environmental sourcing of raw materials, waste

minimization of hazardous materials, and efficient use of ener$, [17], t19], [2l]. The environmental

practices are dependent on wider aspects to be integrated in order to achieve firm's goal of waste



elimination and ]ower environnıental in,pact. Hence, finıs ııust integıate environııental aspects to
ensure cofporate suı-vival and toward sustainable development.

Social Requirenıeırs (CR3): Social requirements comprise five main dimensions such as redrıced
impact on community (CR:l), health and safety (CR3), strengthened relationships (CR33), contribution
to community (CR3a), and laws and regulations (CR35). The aims to comply with legal requileıı,)nts
and to cleate a systematic management systeıı have been reported as importaİt dıiving forces for
companies to implement sustainable/environrıental activities t15], t21], [34]. Comııitment to health
and safety which meets minimuıı legal requirements is also needed as a social responsibility. Fini,ily,
stfengthened busiıress partner relationships are impoftant. By this means, firms can gain coııpetilive
advantage and improve performance.

Design Requirements for a Sustainable sC Structure

As a result ofthe literature survey [7 22], design requirements (DRS) fof a Sustainable SCM are
determined as price strategy (DRı), SC optimization (DR ), inventory management (DR3), foret:ast
accuracy (DRa), Lifecycle management (DR), supplier management (DR), flexible and cleaner
technolory (DR), Delivery performance (DRr, use of effective systems aıd tools (DIğ),
environnıental ınanagement system (ISO quality stand ds) (DR16), green innovation (DR11),
environmental product design (DR12), environmental activity capability (reduce, reuse, recover, ...)
(DR13), eco-friendly transportation (DRLI), efficient handling and storage (DR15), reverse logistics
(DR16), green and back packaging (DR17), coliaboration with partners (DR13), human resou:ce
management (DR19), outsourcinc (DRı), stake]ıoldeıs' rights (suppliers, customefs, plopefty, elc.)
(DRr1), monitoring aıd maintenance (DR22).

TECHNIQUE OF THE PROPOSED EVALUATION MODEL

The question of applying how to infuse sustainability cliteria into product/system design and how
to compare sustainable requireınents with traditional design requirements is gaining Vital importaİce
and it can effectively be solved by QFD approach [23]. In paıticular by using the QFD multi-cfite.ia
matrices, an 'environmental conıpromisc' can be reaçhed [24]. QFD is an interdisciplinary tea.m
process that aids in planning for new or improved designs and processes such that focus is ıın
customeI requilements; competitive environment and market/customers afe factofed into all decisiorıs;
the inter-functİonal teamwork is strengthened; custoıııer requirements afe translated into measurable
goals lor eaclr departn,üent; and the involven,ıent of all employees is gaı,nered towards "listening to t]le
voice of custoır,ıer" [25].

oııe of thc pı,oducts aı]d also heaft of QFD is a "housc of quality" (HoQ). Tlre HoQ matıix
contains infoımation about what to do (e.g., what customers want), how to do it (e,g,, how technically
customer lequileınents carı be achieved), aıd the relationships behryeen each of these aspecls;
prioritization of CRs and technical/design requirements (DR); and what are the company's talg:t
levels. Quality lunctions are deployed by carrying "how to do" into the successive HOQ as ''what ].o

do" [26]. Figure l depicts the proposed integrated approach. Detailed description of the HOQ stelıs
applied in this study is given in next section.

D Phase
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FIG[,RE. l
Integlated Evaluation Approach

As a typical GDM process, DMs always give preference information on decision matlices to

constfuct the HoQ. Since ıhe DMs may have diverse cultural and educational background and value

systems, their preference would be expressed in many different ways. However, determining

consensus group decisions is not aı easy task under such complex circumstances. Thus, authors

proposed studies in which the DMs are asked to express their pıefeıences on a variety of criteria using
different preference formats.

Zhang, Chena and Chong [27] proposed "Decision consolidation: cıiteria weight determination
using multiple prelerence formats" and studied a unifoımity method and an aggregating method to

provide both convenience and accuracy in generating the final outcome and higher DM satisfaction.

Similarly Xu [28] presented a procedure for GDM based on multiple types of preference relations in

theiI study named "Group decision making based on muItiple types of linguistic preference relations".

Multiple preference formats also used in QFD applications. Büyüközkan and Feyzioglu [3]
extended the QFD methodolory by intıoducing a GDM approach that takes into account multiple
preference formats alıd fusing different expressions such as preference orderings, utility analysis,
optimal subset method, linguistic preference relations and fuzzy pairwise comparisons. Then

Büyüközkan, Feyzioğlu and Ruan [29] again pıoposed a fuzzy GDM approach to fuse multiple
preference styles to respond CRs in QFD.

Recently Büyüközkan and Feyzioglu [30] proposed an integrated GDM approach fol new product

development based on multiple preference formats and Choquet integral. Distinctly lrom authors'other
studies, additionally they proposed a benchmarking proceduıe based on the Choquet integral is

proposed to rate competing systems and find which dimensions need impıovement. Zhang and Chu

[31] focused on fuzzy GDM for multi-format and multi-granularity linguistic judgments in QFD. Tn

their study, the DMs can give their judgments according to two formats: fuzzy pairwise comparisons
and linguisıic preference relaıions.

COMPUTATIONAJ- PROCEDURE OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH

Sıep 1 - "l|haıs - IdentiJying ihe CRı"; "Whats" can also be called as the yoice of cıutomers. In lhis
step CRs must be identified arıd placed on the left side of the house. These lequirements can be

identirıed with the aid of questionnaires to customers, liteıature surveys, or expert views.

Sıep 2 - " Prioriıizing CRs " ; In this step, a comparison of üe subjected CRs is used to determine their
relative importance degrees. These importance degrees of CRs will aid in the design analysis step.

However, the information gained from DMs may not be adequale to accurately assign the impoİtaıce
degrees. We wili overcome this obstacle through frzzy GDM.

Step 2.t - "Harmonizing Dissimilar Individuql Assessments". The DMs are assumed to give their
importance value according to üe following formats:

1. They can give an ordered vector (o(l), ..., o(i|) where o(i) is the importance ranking (the

moıe important is 1 whereas the least important is ,\D of CR i. This importaıce ordering carı be

transfoımed into a relative importance relation such that

xii:9"' "'foıall l <i+j<N (1)

where ı, = (N- o(|Y(N - l ).

2. They can give an importance degree vector (uı, .... uı) where ı, e [0,1] 
' 

= l, ..., 1r'. The
importance degree ul wiil be more significant if it is close to 1 . This vector can be transformed into
relative importance relation such that

xu= uilu,for aJ| l <i + j <N. (2)

3. They caı give a linguistic importance vector (s1, ..., sx) whele s, l : 1, ..., N can be one of
"Not Important §I), Some Important (SI), Moderately Important (MI), Important (I) and Very
Impoütant (Vt)." Given lhal a fLızzy triangular number can be noted as (a,,b,,c) where b; is the most
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encountered value, one possible Set of membelship functions for these linguistic terms can be }[I =
(0.00, 0.00, 0.25), SI = (0.00, 0.25, 0.50), MI = (0.25, 0.50, 0.75), I - (0.50, 0.75, 1,00) un6 Y1 = (0,75,
1.00, 1.00). Then, the linguistic terın vector can be traısformed into a relative importance relation such
that

x,, _9', " forall Jai+j<N. ı3)

4. They caİl express that some CRs afe more inportant than othels without identirying the de6;ree
explicitly. In this case,

.x, = 9 and ırı = 1/9if l is more important than/ (4)

and x, = l if nothing mentioned.
5. They can prefeı to select only a subset of CRs (-R') and argue that they ale important for

them. For this case, the CRS in the set İ' are equivalent to each other aniİ donıinate those in R/R'. -lhe

CRs in -ıRl^R' are also equivalent to each otl,üer. Tlre preference relation can be defined as

|o .i ( R'. j L RıR,
I

x,, : ]1 /9.ieR/R',jeR' folal|l <i+j <N, (5)

Il oıhe ı-wise

6. They can prefer to select only a subset of CRs ( R ) and give the importaı]ce of thiJse
requirements linguistically. Using the same notation given in (3), the relative impoltance relation llan
be defined as

9b,-bı i,jeR
9b,-o 5 ,i . n, i . n ı n for all 1<i+j<,M. (6)

i,.j e R/ R

7. They can give a pair wise comparison matfix whele each element lepıesents the lelative
importance of one CR compared to arıother. This can be achieved by using the ratio scale originatly
proposed by Saary |32l: pu = 1 if CR i andl afe equally important, while x, = 9 if CR i is absolutı:Iy
much more important than j. Intermediate importance values range flom 2 to 8. The matrix is
multiplicatively reciprocal, in otheı words xr = a and xı = 1la for al| a e {l,,..,9}.

Sıep 2.2 - "ılggrtgalion,,f.llıe evalualions", This process will reflect the opinions of the ııajoriıyr ._ l
of the DMs. tet \p).....p} J be the set of values to be aggegated for any i,j eR andı(DNls.
Then, the ordered weighted geometlic (OWG) operatoı is defiııed as:

k .'l t

o,(p,l. pi,. .pi )l n\pi,) ü7)
ıt=l

where, W =(ıı1,...,ıta)is an exponential weighting vector, such that )rt e [0,1] andIıı,1 -l,
and each p,| is ıııe irh largesı valued elemenr in lhe set lp', .. ırf 1 rZl. lZZl. |33]. The O\[G
operator reflects ihe fuzzy majofity if we calcu]ate its weighting vectof 

'rl 
by means of a fızzy

linguistic quantifier t34],t35]. Traditionally, the majority is defined as a threshold number of t]-ıe

individuals. ln this study, we make use of the fıız4 maloriq, which is a soft majority concept
expressed by a fıızry linguistic quantifier. Pfoportional quantifiers, such as ırasl, al least half, may 1,ıe

replesented by fuzzy subsets of tlre unit inteıval, [0,1]. Then, for any r e [0,1], P(r) indicates tJ-ıe

degree to which the propotion r is compatible with the meaning of the quantifier it lepresents. For a
non-decreasing relative quantifier, Q, the weights are obtained as ıı, : q(k / r)- q((]c -l)l r), r
:l,...,.KwhereP(y)isdefinedas|36]:0,ify<a;(y-a)l(b-a),ifa<y<b;andl,ify>ö.Notethat
a,b, y e |0,1l and P(y) indicates the degree to which the pIoportion / is compatible witiı the meanirıg
ofthe quantifier it repıesents. Some examples for tl,üe relative quantifiers aıe "nıost" (0.3,0.8), ''at least
half' (0,0.5) and "as many as possible" (0.5,1). When the fuzzy quantifier P is used for calculating the
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weights of the oWG operator Of;. . it is represented by <Dfi . Therefore, the collective multiplicative

ıelative importance relation is obtained as follows;
^/ - _ -_\

n,, a'ğ\n'a.nj....pİ ).l:1,1<ıı. (l0)

Step 2 _ 3 - " Obı(lining prioriüies Jrom ıhe judgment mqlrix": After the gıoup opinion is collected in

the matlix P, it must be exploited to determine the importance weights of the cliteria. Note that in P,
the element y reflects the relative importaıce of criterion ı' compared to criterionj. Next, calculate the

quantifier guided importance degree (QGID) of each criterion, which quantifies the importaıce of one

criterion compared to others in a fuzzy majority sense. By using the owc operator again, we have
1ü ,\

QGIDi -r(1 -1oeoaŞ(pu:j l.....n|] (1ıı

for all j - 1,..., ı. Finally, the obtained PGID; values should be normalized, i.e.,

QGID. =QGIDj l»iQGIDj (12)

to have the importance degrees in percentage for the group. These steps need to be pursued in all
nodes of the evaluation model. The importance degree of each hierarchy leaf node requirement is
calculated by multiplying its importance value with the importance values of its up level ıequirements.
Finally, we catculate the weighted sum of CR's group importance values given group importance
weights to obtain the aggregate CR importance.

Slep 3 - "flows - Developing/defining the DRs":The first step ofthe DR part is transforming CRs
to technical attributes. DRs are specified on the basis of the company's operational or managerial
resource allocation plans in order to satisry the customels. In defining the DRs, the most important
point is finding direct solutions to defined CRs.

Step 1 - "Relaıion Malrix";Here, a relationship rnatrix is constructed between CRs arıd DRs.
Each of the DRs is correlated individually to each of the CRs by considering to what extent a

requilement contıibutes to meeting customer needs for the attribute. Depending upon the impact of the

DRs in meeting CRs for the attribute, values "Empty:no relationship", "1=possible relationship",

"3=moderate relationship", and "g=stlong relationship" is assigned.
Sıep 5 - "Priorilizing DRs": The importarıce of each technical/design requirement is computed

using the relationship matrix and the relative importance of each CR. This computation process

intertwines CRs with DRs. That is, the resulting Value determines the relative weight of each DRs aS

compared to CRs. The importance of each DR is calculated as the sum of each CR importance value
multiplied by the quaııtified relationship between the same CR and the curent DR.

CASE STUDY

The selected company foı application is ABC Turkey (The compaııy's name is not given due to

privacy). The reason why this company is chosen for application is that the company considers

sustainability as the basis for their future business success and as a key pillar of their corporate culture.
They produce sustainable solutions for problems in industry, enerry, environment aıd healthcare

mattets. To illustrate the proposed apPloach, a meeting is arranged with ABC Turkey project team
(DM group) especially formed for this application includes two engineeıs and quality management

systems manageı ofABC Turkey.

Step 1 - Identifying CRs: Here in this study, CRs can also be considered as company requirements.

Either customers/stakeholders or companies have common ıequitements from a sustainable SC. The
requirements constructed based on literature survey in Section 2, is discussed with respect to company

targets. Project tearn consideıed the proposed structure adequate. No revisions are done for CRs.

Slep 2 - Prioriıy analysis:
Sİep 2.I - Harmonizing Dissimilar Indiyidual Assessmeıırs: For arı illustrative purpose, evaluations

of the gıoup for üe purpose of measuing the importaıce degrees among first level CRs are given:
. DM1 provides an ordered importance vectoı 1l,2,2).
. DM2 gives an importance deglee vectol {0.3,0.3, 0.3}.
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. DM3 provides a linguistic il-nportance vector {VI, Ml, ]\{l},
By using formats l, 2 aııd 8, the preference relatjon matlices afe computed and shown in Table i

TABLE 1

preference reIation matrix of dms
DM1 DM2 D l\.43

Eco EnV soc Eco EnV soc

Econornıca] (Eco)

EnVironmental(EnV)

socia] (soc)

_ 3,00 3,00

0.33 - 1,00

0,33 1.00

- 1,00 1,00

1.00 _ 1,00

1.00 1.00

Slep 2.2 - "Aggregation of ühe evalualions": After first two multiplicative preference matrices tre
transformed into fuzzy preference matfices, evaluations can be aggregated. Taking into account all
matı'ices obtained fı,onı project group, the oWG operator with luzzy linguistic quantifieı,'at least half
- (0,0.5)' is obtained with ıveighting vectol (0.667,0.333,0.000). Then, these ıveighting vectors iıre
used to compute the following group impoftance relation matlix.

3.00 3.00

1.00 1.00

0.69 1,00 1.00

Step 2.3 - "()btlilling priorilies f.oıı the judgınenl üllqtrix": Eq. (11) is used to compute gro:p
aggregated importance va]ues with weighting vector (0.000,0.333;0.667) corıesponding to the fuzzy
linguistic quantifier 'as ılıany as possible - (0.5,])'. Then, these obtained importance values are
noıırıalized using Eq. (12), and the collaborative inrportance values are calculated as (0.40,0.30,0.3()).
Using the same reasoning, second level factors are evaluated and priorities are determined.
Multiplying first level values with each of the secondary importance values produces the global
iınportance vectofs. Global priorities ofCRs can be seen in Table 3.

Step 3 - "DaJining D.Rs "., DRs are ]istü.d based on literatuıe suıvey in Section 2. No levisions are
done.

Slep 1 - "Ralaıian ılatrix", Hefe, pfoject tean constructed a ınatıix and assigned ıelationships
between CRs and DRs. The accuracy of the ıesults relies heavily on the quality of the relationship
nıatrix. Theıeby, ploject teaıı discussed the lelations in depth and reached a consensus decisioı.
Relation matrix can be seen froıı the final HOQ matrix in Figure 2.

Step 5 - " Prioritiziııg DRs " _. The importaı]ce of each DRs is conlputed with fespect to the
relationship ııatrix and the relative iınpoftance of each CR. As an iı-]stance fol this computaticn
plocess, impoütance weight of "inventory management - DR:'' is calculaterl as
(9*0.12)+(9*0.08)+(3+0,08)+(9*0,12)+(1*0.09)= 3.21 which corresponds to 0.043 percentile. Step 5
caı be seen again from the final HOQ matrix in Figure 2.
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Eco EnV soc

- 1,00 1.00

1.00 _ 1,00

1,00 1.00

23()

1,00

0,69
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CR;ı P ? L{ S S \,l I\t N,l I I\,İ l nf § I\.t N.t 0.0? 3

CR:.ı P P s s s s s P l\( P s Ir{ I\.I 0,060
\,n i{ P P I{ ]\[ S s s s s s s s s I!İ N,I N,t 0.060

P P s S S s s s S § s M S N.l 0.060

Irnpotence ofDRs f) !]
t § ş

IrnPortance 96
Tq ...: a e

Raııking 11 16 1;- 3 19 2 ?0 1 o 5 5 14 1s 10 15 ]l 13 11

According to the results, top 5 practices for the company to design a sustainable SC structure arel

should be using effective systems and tools with 12Yo, flexib|e and cleaner technology wirh |0.]Vo,

HR management and lifecycle management with |0.4%", gfeen innovation and environmental product

design with 9.2%.

CONCLUSION

obviously there are considerable activity and continuing development in the field of sustainabili§,
that it is worthwhile for researcheıs to consider the implications and impacts of sustainabili§. For this

reason, this paper aimed to plopose a QFD model to determine the key practices for obtaining a

sustainable SC stfucture. As QFD is a team process, it requires people to give theiı preferences.

However it is difficull for a DM to provide his,4ıer preferences in a specific format fof all pairs of
factors. They tend to give information in many different ways depending on their background.

Theıefore, anotheı aim was to show the use of different preference formats in GDM applications. To
extend the proposed method, future work can involve the use of different aggregation operators [34],

t37].
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